Dear customer, first of all thank the trust deposited in
Apijuneda that we want to be worthy of this, also over the time.
Since the beginning of our work in the manufacture of
manipulators, a main objective is to make extremely reliable machines,
the problematic component has no continuity in our production system.
Even so, they affect small percentages of components, having proven their reliability, manage to escape the tests of 30
minutes with load vehicle than we make in our installations.
Full comfort at the work and customer satisfaction is essential for us, a monitoring program through annual
check forms these objectives, we would appreciate that you follow it, not take you more than a few minutes. However,
you can contact us to inform of something that is not to your satisfaction, sometimes "timid" customers suffer the
discomfort or dysfunctions of his machine, after talking a few minutes with us, we were solved, do not suffer you in
silence.
FIRST USE OF YOUR NEW MACHINE:

Clic on the image, you can see a video of how to unfold and fold the
machine, it is important to follow the steps shown and learn to do it properly.
Once deployed, the work with the machine is very simple.
Watch this video repeatedly before the first contact with your machine, if your
body-builder will try before you, give the also this document.

MAINTENANCE AND FAILURES:
We want to remind that all our machines, keep a box where all electronics and electric
parts are inside this box, there is an electronic module "Transceiver" which is responsible for
controlling all functions and parameters required by the machine. Many of these functions are
gradual and we will adjust by our experience on our farm. If you believe that, the way you work
need different settings, contact us.
Here, a sample video to see how easy it is to change a parameter. These means also allow us to
show, repairs and upgrades or news developments that might arise.
FOR MORE VIDEO INFORMATION CLIC ON IMAGE:
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